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on very, very fair review scores, I speculated that the fear that the President has announced a more
narrow, selective approach to advancing his agenda may be real. I went on to suggest that the most
likely scenario is that as many of the tax cuts — and none of the regulatory changes — are passed by
Congress by next summer, the president will interpret it as an “A” on his strategy. This view has
been echoed in other outlets. Meanwhile, the president has received a review score of an “F” from
the Brookings Institution and the Pew Research Center, among others, on his first budget priorities.
The reviews have been accompanied by caustic criticism from Washington think tanks and an
admonition by a prominent liberal that the president’s budget “is a document of the conservative
movement.” Fair enough. It doesn’t actually matter what the president’s budget looks like. It doesn’t
matter whether he gets caustic criticism from think tanks or whether he gets admonitions from
people like me. It doesn’t matter how seriously the White House takes its due diligence when
preparing the document or how broadly it frames the conversation about the nation’s spending. It
doesn’t matter that “big” and “small” can be fairly difficult to categorize. It doesn’t matter that the
president has never shown himself to be a politician who lives or dies by substance. These reviews
matter because they don’t. The president may take this personally or he may not care. But the fact is
that these reviews, whether from mainstream publications or right-wing think tanks, will have little
effect on how most people in the country view them. They matter because the thought that they will
matter to the government and in the long term to the way the country makes policy decisions is so
very, very earnest that it’s almost embarrassing. But in the end, these reviews will matter only if
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voters feel directly attacked. If this happens, then its effect on the electorate will be far more
significant than the reviews themselves. That’s the only way they will matter. So, how do we stop
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